gear-up for health & wealth

A Practical Guide to Building a Business & Health
Inspiration is what drives most men to excellence. One such success story is about Dr. R. Sundaravelu, who discovered a breakthrough in the field of health and nutrition. His product Pelicana DD is one of a kind and is revolutionary in its concept. The chief scientist and CEO of Buzz Live Foods tells us more about the new and progressive thought behind the product.

Pelicana DD is a product that drastically reduces the harmful ill effects of drinking alcoholic. It is a beverage high in antioxidants which reduces oxidative stress, reduces the acidity levels of alcoholic drinks, No hangovers, no stress, no body aches and no side effects, this product is just the solution to our modern-day habits.

THE CREATOR

A world-renowned Surface chemistry scientist, Dr. R. Sundaravelu, is ranked among the top five scientists in the world. He is the largest specialty finishes inventor in the world with several patents. He has developed several technologies that have been absorbed by several multinational companies all over the globe. He is also said to be one among the most innovative, powerful and influential businessmen in the state of Tamil Nadu. He was awarded the ‘Udyog Rattan’ by the world economic council Indian chapter in 1998 from the Honorable President of India. The year 2011 saw the opening of Aayushmaan Nature Cure & Yogic Sciences Hospital started by him. Considered to be India’s best in No Side effect, natural cures, this health centre is the brainchild of Dr. R. Sundaravelu. The centre promotes drug less therapies and methods to treat lifestyle disorders like diabetes, obesity, hypertension and a host of 33 chronic diseases including auto immune disorders, Cancers, Kidney failures etc., No chemicals, No synthetic drugs!

Since 1999, he has been doing his research and development in the field of water memory, programming of water, water-based nutrient delivery medium without heating, water-based health beverages without preservatives, among others have gained him a lot of appreciation and recognition.

AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS

Trail Blazer Award by Times Of India Group - 1999
Trail Blazer Award by Times Of India Group - 2002
Trail Blazer Award by Times Of India Group - 2005
Trail Blazer Award by Times Of India Group - 2009
Future Icon Sigaram 15 Award by India Today Group - 2005
Medical Pioneers lli by Govt Of Tamilnadu, FICCI - 2014-15
For exemplary commitment and impactful positive contribution to Healthcare in Tamil Nadu - 2014

The facts about Water

Channelise the Power of water for a disease free life

Water functions like a powerful supercomputer with vast properties and capabilities, it has been scientifically proven that water has memory, water has consciousness, water can store data, water can deliver its directions, above all, water is beneficial for all diseases and keep you healthy and young forever if programmed perfectly to do so...
Pelicana reduces the Accumulation of Fat in blood vessels & Organs -

How?

Has the capacity to dissolve Oily stuff in the Blood Vessels without any Chemicals

Results: Reduces risk of - Heart Attack - Fatty Liver - Clogged Arteries

Pelicana reduces the Cause of Ageing & Ageing related diseases - How?

Reduces Oxidative Stress due to high (ORP) Anti-Oxidant level -100 to -150

Pelicana does not have any Chemical - Additives - Preservatives -

Proof?

Certified by world leading laboratories Like SGS - King Institute - Food Safety standards authority of India

Result: No Added Chemicals No Added Alkalizers No Added Preservatives So - No Side Effects
AROKIA NUTRIENT DELIVERY MEDIUM FOR: Siddha, Ayurveda and Herbal Formulations Delivers Maximum Without Enzymal Destruction Since No Heating Is Involved.

BENEFITS OF NDM NUTRIENT DELIVERY MEDIUM.

1. HYDRATION: Research shows nutrient delivery medium hydrates our inner body 3 to 5 times better than normal water.

2. DETOXIFICATION: NDM Nutrient Delivery Medium helps release acidic or metal toxins out of the human body, anti-oxidant in it cleanses your liver and keeps it health, your colon is also cleansed of aged waste, and facilitates good bowel movement.

3. BALANCE BODY pH: Research findings say if Your urine pH increases by even 1 pH it prevents obesity, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, kidney stone formation etc. clinically studies show NDM Nutrient Delivery Medium. By maintaining the blood pH level at an ideal 7.35 to 7.45 Prevents acidosis and related illnesses.

4. WEIGHT LOSS: Due to better hydration and increased metabolism one can burn more calories. study says Drinking NDM Nutrient Delivery Medium Every day for 2 months can help reduce 2 Kgs of body weight with out any special diet or strains or exercises.

5. ANTI AGING: ANTI-OXIDANT rich NDM Nutrient Delivery Medium reduces oxidative stress and aging, due to the availability of abundant anti-oxidant the damage effects of free radicals or vastly reduced.

6. HEART HEALTH & BLOOD PRESSURE: Those who drink NDM Nutrient Delivery Medium have their blood pressure and cholesterol levels reduced remarkably.

7. LIVER HEALTH: The presence of NDM Nutrient Delivery Medium in our body reduces oxidative stress effects on the liver. due to increased availability of anti oxidants to the liver it protects the liver from damage.

8. BONE HEALTH: Research shows there is relationship between highly alkalising NDM Nutrient Delivery Medium and bone health. when your body pH goes down to increase the blood pH, your body leaches calcium in your body to adjust PH in your body.

9. DIGESTIVE HEALTH: Research shows positively programmed NDM Nutrient Delivery Medium regulates bowel movement and relieves constipation problems.

10. ENDURANCE & PERFORMANCE: GREATER endurance performance is also greater than normal NDM Nutrient Delivery Medium. bio energy faster to recover from injuries. highly alkalising positive program NDM Nutrient Delivery Medium. Delivers much more health and wellness.

Exclusively for Arokia Members Only
Oxidation Reduction Potential (ORP or REDOX)

ORP or REDOX is a measurement of waters ability to Oxidise Cells (aging), the higher the ORP+, the greater the number of oxidising power, ORP denotes Anti Oxidant capacity (Anti Aging)

**-ORP (mv)**
-400  -300  -200  -100  0
NOM  Pelicana  Kangen Water 3 hrs  Green Tea

**+ORP (mv)**
+100  +200  +300  +400
Tap Water  Soda & Soft Drinks  Purified R.O. Distilled Water

Good  Neutral  Bad
Anti Aging  Aging due to Oxidative Stress

For More Details Contact:
AROKIA AGENCIES
No. 10/41A, Puliyur CF (PO), Karur Dist.,
web: www.arokia.net
E.mail: info@arokia.net
Customer Care: 79048 73017
The KEY to success in AROKIA’s....

**STEP 1: USE THE PRODUCTS**
The incredible industry of network marketing was built upon people who believe in a product enthusiastically share it with others, use our products to find out GOOD RESULTS. Once experienced those results it builds your belief builds and your confidence.

**STEP 2: KNOW WHY ?**
Knowing why you made the decision to join the business and why you absolutely HAVE to succeed is the most powerful tool at your disposal follow the steps in your manual to why you want to achieve from this business opportunity. When you truly know WHY NOTHING CAN STOP YOU.

**STEP 3: EXPOSE**
If you went to open a new business in your local area what would be the very first thing you did? TELL PEOPLE it’s no different here, and it’s so simple to you don’t have to sell anything. You don’t have to convince people you don’t have to beg them to buy your business. You just only EXPOSE our product.

**STEP 4: FOLLOW UP**
Most people are not going to purchase something or join something the first time they hear about it. That’s why the most successful in this industry FOLLOW UP system. In fact not only does our amazing system tell you exactly WHEN to follow up with people it tells you exactly WHAT TO DO, WHAT TO SAY WITH SCRIPTS, EXAMPLES AND EVERYTHING you need to make it EASY and EFFECTIVE so that YOU can always be taking your BUSINESS to NEXT LEVEL.

**A Solution:**
Great leaders are almost always great simplifiers, who can cut through arguments, debate and doubt, to offer a solution everybody can understand. Life is divided into three terms-that which was, which is, and which will be. Let us learn from the past to profit by the present, and from the present, to live better in the future.

**A Comfort**
We are at our best, and we are happiest, when we are fully engaged in work we enjoy on the journey toward the goal we’ve established for ourselves. It gives meaning to our time off and comfort to our sleep. It make everything else in life so wonderful, so worthwhile.